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This catalog is not an atlas or picture book. It is intended as a reference doctunent
to provide Martian geographic location information for Viking Orbiter mosaic images.
The photographic sequences that were selected to be mosaicked were chosen based
upon image content. In most cases no attempt was made to produce geometrically
controlled scenes or "works of art." The U.S. Geological Survey mosaics included in
this catalog are semicontrolled and produced at the U.S. Geological Survey, Branch of
Astrogeology, 2255 North Gemini Drive, Flagstaff, Arizona 86001. Mosaicists during
the Viking Mission were Pat Bridges, Holly Ferguson, Jay Inge, Wayne Mills, Anthony
-; Sanchez, Bill Sowers, and Rich Tyner.
The footprinting task was carried out, post facto, in order to facilitate research
activities. Persons involved in this effort to locate, identi .fy,and plot the images, as well
as in the layout and pasteup of the document, were Kris Ahlberg, Sandy Dueck, Allen
Feathers, Mario Moreno, Natalie Saunders, Paul Scdbner, and C'.'ndy Waldman. I wish
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INTRODUCTION TABLE I.--VIS FILTER_
Filter Wavelength (nm)
This collection of more than 500 mosaics, published in Clear 5_9
two volumes, provides an overview of those data ac- Violet 444
quired by the Viking Orbiter Imaging Experiment Minus blue 548
through the Continuation Mission. Blue 473Green 530
The standard by which sequences were selected for Red 592
mosaicking changed as the scope of the mission changed;
therefore, the imaging objectives of highest priority
during any period of the Viking Mission are reflected in
the mosaics. Early activities were centered around the lar to the axis of symmetry of the spacecraft. The cameras
examination of candidate landing sites. Most mosaics operate alternately, one shuttering at the end of the
from the early Primary Mission are representative of readout scan of the other. Each camera requires 8.96
some phase of this search and demonstrate some of the seconds to complete one imaging cycle; therefore, in a
, techniques used to enhance ground freatures. Extended strip of images, individtud frames are taken about 4.5
mission sequences monit" ,ed the development of dust .seconds apart.
storms and then the clearil g processes of the atmosphere; At the beginning of the mission the periapsis altitudes
also, systematic checks were made for minute changes in for both Orbiters were 1500 km; later (Orbiter 1 in
the polar areas. Specific targets were examined and March 1977 and Orbiter 2 in October 1977), periapsis
compared in color and in stereo from varying altitudes, was reduced to around 300 km, permitting high resolu-
Close-up images were obtained of both Phobos and t;on sequences. At these low altitudes the utilization of
Deimos, and the shadow of Phobos was imaged as it the i.wo-axismobility of the scan platform was required to
moved across the surface of Mars. Medium-range map- redu.e the smear caused by too-rapid ground motion and
ping (between 3000 and I0 000 km range) of the surface to tie the image strip together. This technique, know as
was begun during this mission phase. The Continuation Image Motion Compensation (IMC), involved stepping
Mission marked a continuation of many of the observa- and (or) slewing motions of the scan platform in a
tions begun during the Extended Mission. The mapping direction opposite to that of the spacecraft along the
and polar monitoring activities made up the bulk of the groundtrack. High-resolution mosai_ that appear loosely
sequences. Very high resolution strips (between 300 and connected or disconnected are the result of the stepping
800 km range) were obtained over selected targets. Also capability of the IMC being insufficient with respect to
included in the collection are the USGS mosaics of parts ground speed,
of the MC Subquads. In these, Viking images are overlain
on the airbrush maps made from Mariner 9 it,ages.
All the types of ob_rvations madz by the imaging IMAGE DESCRIPTION
experiment cameras arc represented in the catalog.
ltowever, only the most interesting or the ,host visually
attractive results were selected for mosaic preparation. Each Viking Orbiter image is the product of a single
readout of the slow-scan video .sensor in one of the four
cmneras. The 1.25 million picture elements (pixels) in
VIKING ORBITER IMAGING SYSTEM each image are arranged in a matrix of 1056 lines by ! 182
,samples. Images used in the production of mosaics are cut
The twin Viking Imaging System (VIS) cameras are from this format. All frames have the leading and trailing
identic'al in all respects, each having a 475 mm Cass, gr_- masks removed and represent a width of some 1150 to
nian telescope, shutter, six-position filter wheel, and slow- 1160 pixels Often areas of overlapping coverage are
scan vidicon sensitive to wavelengths between 350 and removed, as are blemishes ni the photographs due to
700 nm. The selectable filters, which permit spectral microphoni¢_ (noise). For this re_son, measurements
analysis and false-color reconstruction of the images, are should never be made from mosaicked scenes for any
listed in table 1 with the effective wavelength for each. purposes other than the roughest estimations.
The cameras, each having a field of view of 1.7° x Each pixel represents the average brightness of an area
1.5° , are mounted side by side on the scan platform with on the surface, the size of which is dependent upon the
a divergence of axes of 1.4° in the direction perpendicu- range (distance from the surface) of the spacecraft. "table
1982014252-005
TABLE 2.--PIXEL SIZE RELATIVETO SLANT IMAGE PROCE_;SING
RANGE
Slant Range Okra) Ptr.elSize (m) Several processed versions of images are used in the
300 7.5 preparation of mtrsaics. A brief explanation of the terms
400 10.0 used to describe fl,e,_,eversions follows:
500 12.5 SCR (shading cuHected) processing involves the apph-
1000 125.0 cation of a shading correction table to the "cleaned up"
1( 000 250.0 data (data having had blemishes, fiducial marks, and bity 000(apoat=es) 825.0 errors removed), which photometrically decalibrates the
image relative to the vidicon responseof the camera.The
data are then stretched to fig the dynamic rangeof the
film.
NGF (nongradient high-pass filtered) processing indi-
2 indicates size of pixel, or resolution, for the range of cates that a two-dimensional filter of a prespecified size
distances p_,siblefromeitherspacecraft, has been applied to the data through a process of
-_ The brightness level, or gray scale, ranges through 128 interpolation. The scene is thereby enhanced to bring out
. steps from 9lack (0) to white (127) and is encoded as a detail in the surface and (or) cloud structure. As the
seven-bit b nary word for purposes of recording and actual raw data values are changed, albedo is no longer
valid. NGF-processed data are then stretched, as above.
transmissior_ These data, when transmitted back to Rectilinear indicates that the scene is presented as it
Earth, are r_;forrnatted and processed by computer, then appeared to the camera. Only minor system-induced
converted to an image on film. The film and the paper distortions have been removed from the image.
upon which the image is printed have a dynamic range of Orthographic' indicates that the scene data have been
considerably less than 128 gray levels; the human eye rectified to an orthographic mapping projection and
distinguishes fewer yet (12 to 16 are common); therefore appear as ff viewed from a point directly above the
photometric ,_udies are performed using printouts of the center of the image.
digital data. IPL designation is used to indicate that speoal
Each image is identified by a unique alphanumeric processing was performed by the JPL Image Processing
designator "PICNO." For instance, the image represent- laboratory. All orthographic projections done during site
ed by 169A20 was taken on the 169th revolution (REV) certification were done at IPL.
All rectilinear versions produced by MTIS (Mission
of the Orbiter 1 ("A") spacecraft around Mars and was
and Test Imaging System) have a ROLL/FILE numberthe 20th frame shuttered on that revolution. The letter
prefixed by the letter "M." The letter "P" prefixes all
"B" is used to designate the Orbiter' 2 spacecraft. Table 3
orthographic projections. IPL images are designated by a
lists by spacecraft the REVs included in each mission multidigit number that indicates the date-hour-minute at
phase, which the image was pr,_essed flJrough the film recorded
and is, therefore, the unique indentif_er of that image
version.
TABLE 3.--KEVS INCLUDED IN EACH MISSION MOSAICS AND FOOTPRINTS
PHASE
VO.-1 "A'" VO-2 "'B'" Mosaics are identified by the prefix 211- (indicating
PrimaryMission 3- 199" 4-140 Viking) and a four-digit unique number. In several cases,
F.dttcndodMission 200-- 714" 141--652 one mosaic will have two parts, designated by an "A" or
Gon_lnuattonMission 715- 980" 654--704 "B." The 21 I- numbers are not consecutive, and missing
Survey I 1122-1225" (July 1978) numbers do not indicate eliminated mosaics. A footprint
C.,omplettonMission 1126--1426" plot appears to the left of each mosaic in the catalog andSurvey II 1427-1485"
(July 1980) identifies by PICNO and location each component imagein the mosaic. In most cases ROLL/FILE numbers for
•All_,.p. a_m=l,_.f t_v _ .,_ d,=_l=,_lby.="S"n_l_e.m"A."
-_ _, _ "1". _ = ..- ncNo. ordering the images appear below the PICNO. Order
1982014252-006
numbers for IPL images or mosaics having small plot National Space Science Data Center
areas are listed by 211- l_mltber in the Appendix. Some Code 601.4
early mosaics were made from DIGIFAX prints for Goddard Space blight Center
which there is no negative. If IFL versions exist for these Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
images, they are listed a.s IPL and referenced as such. If
only DIGIFAX images were made, no order reference is
given. Comer coordinates are given for each image block Researchers residing outside the United States should
included in the mosaic, address
Footprint plots for the USGS mosaics indicate the
PICNO only. These mosaics are always constructed from World Data Center "A" for Rockets
the NGF orthographic versions, which are scaled to and Satellites
overlay the airbrush maps prepared from Mariner 9 Code 601
images. Order numbers for individual pictures in these Goddard Space Flight Center
mosaics can be located by referencing the orthographic
version for a particular PICNO in a listing of Viking Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Images at NSSDC or one of the Regional Planetary Data
Library Centers. Mosaics should be referenced by the 211- number and
are most commonly ordered in a 20 x 24 inch glossy
format. Individual images should be ordered referencing
ORDERING INFORMATION both the PICNO and ROLL/FILE number or IPL
identifier. The 4 x 5 inch strip contact prints or 8 X 10
Imaging data referenced in this catalog can be inch enlargements are the usual format ordered for
obtained by special order. The address to be used by research purposes. Negative and positive transparencies
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13A67 76/07/01 125129 10A04 76/07/01 200958
10A87 76/07/01 231532 10A05 76/07/01 _:03916
10&88 76/07/01 234756 10&06 76/07/01 205951
10A89 76107/01 001551 10A07 761011/310191549 r
10A90 76/07/01 234143 10A08 76106/30 193953
10.4,91 76107101 001045 10A09 76/06/30 20_340 i !
19A92 76/07/01 010023 1(1410 76/06/30 20.5617 _
10A93 76/07/01 180311 10All 76/06/30 212410





MOSAIC PICNO IPL ID Mn_ATc PTCNO Y_. TD
211-4998 10AI3 76/07/01 163343 211-4998 IOA85 7_[_7/01 !_00_7
10,6,14 ' - t_7610,,U, 170613 10A86 76/07/01 152227
IOA15 76/07/01 174108 10A87 76/07/01 231533
IOA17 76/07/01 171054 IOA88 76/07/01 234756
: 10A21 76/07/01 034152 IOA89 76/07/01 001551
IOA22 76/07/01 041434 10A90 76/07/01 234143
IOA23 76/07/01 044645 10A91 76/07/01 001045
IOA24 76/07/01 035314 IOA92 76/07/01 010022
10A25 76/07/01 042506 10A93 76/07/01 180311
-.6 76/07/01 045410 IOA94 76/07/01 182514
10A27 76/07/01 052122 IOA95 76/07/01 184731
10A28 76/07/01 221650 IOA96 76/07/01 180721
10A29 76/07/01 223323 IOA97 76!07/01 182930
10A30 76/07/01 224828 10A98 76/97/01 185043 :
10A31 76/07/01 231514
10A32 76/07/01 234759 211-5001 14A06 76/07/08 203134
10A33 76/07/01 010438 14A07 76/07/08 205821
10A34 76/07/01 012341 14A08 76/07/08 182648
13_35 76/07/_ 053831 14A09 76/07/08 185000
IOA36 76/07/01 104138 14AI0 76/07/08 191708 _,
10A37 76/07/01 111129 14All 16/07/08 194202
10A38 76/07/01 114344 14A12 76/07/08 200905
10A39 76/07/01 121655 14A13 76/07/08 203939
10,6,40 76/07/01 111852 14A14 76/07 tO8 210549
10A41 76/07/01 115120 14A15 76/07 r08 213406
10A42 76/07/01 122203 14A16 76/07 r08 221047
10,6,51 76/07/01 092652 14A17 76/07t08 224527
10A52 76/07/01 094847 14A18 76/07 r08 232043
10A53 76/07/01 101559 14A19 76/01v08 235034
10A54 76/07/01 104358 14A20 76/07 '09 001219
10A55 76/07/01 111404 14A21 76/07'09 002739
IOA56 76/07/01 114552 14A22 76/07/08 192357
IOA57 76/07/01 121730 14A23 76/07/08 195043
10A58 76/07/01 093340 14A24 76/07/08 201734
IOA59 76/07/01 095604 14A25 76/07/08 204914
10A60 76/07/01 102223 14A26 76/07/08 211508
10A61 76/07/01 021934 14A27 76/07/08 214956
IOA62 76/07101 024231 14A28 76107/08 222727
IOA63 76/07101 030331 14A29 76/07/08 214443
10A64 76/07/01 025325 14A30 76/07108 222744
10A65 76/07/01 031035 14A31 76/07/08 230447
IOA66 76/07101 033234 14A32 76/07/07 170146
IOA67 76/07/01 125129 14A33 76/07/08 234049
10A68 76/07/01 131247 14A34 76/07/07 173045
IOA69 76/07/01 131652 14A35 76/07/09 000643
10A70 76/07/01 133012 14A36 76/07/07 171856
10A71 76/07/01 134336 14A37 76/07/08 220156
10A81 76/07/01 143207 14A38 76/07/07 174703
10A82 76/07/01 145447 14_39 76/07/08 224001
10A83 76/07/01 151837 14,_40 76/07/07 181521
10A84 76/07/01 1_3717 14&41 76/07/08 231803
1982014252-604
?ICtiO IF/,ID HDSAIC PICNO 11'I,ID
14442 76/07/07 183841 194_8 76107101 063404
14443 76/07/09 084223 19429 76/07/09 194647
14444 76/07/09 091950 19430 76/07/01 065211
14445 76/07/09 095742 19431 76/07/09 202223
14A46 76/07/09 103633 19432 76/07/01 072728
14447 76/07/09 111246 19433 76/07/09 215329
14448 76/07/09 115012 19434 76/07/09 221755
14449 76/07/09 122834 19441 76107109 144016
14A50 76/07/09 084749 19442 76/07/09 150222
14451 76/07/09 09244& 19443 76/07/09 152602
14452 76/07/09 100210 19444 76/07/09 211257
14453 76/07/09 103833 19445 76107/09 213502
14454 76/07/09 111400 19446 76/07/09 220316
14455 76/07/09 115120 19447 76/07/09 222822
14456 76/07/09 122943 19448 76/06/30 205636
14457 76/07/09 085258 19449 76/07/09 184532
14438 76/07/09 093343 19450 76/07/30 212550
14A59 76/07/09 101221 19451 76/07/09 191111
14460 76/07/09 105224 19452 76/07/09 184505
14461 76/07/09 112643 19453 76/07/09 191044 ;
14462 76/07/09 120335 19454 76/07/01 041039
14463 76/07/09 123804 19455 76/07/09 194137
14464 76/07/07 180214 19456 76/07101 044447
14A65 76/07/08 231449 19457 76/07109 201617
14466 76/07/07 182643 19458 ?6/07/09 204422
14467 76/07108 234843 19461 76107/09 144100
14A68 76/07/07 184858 19462 76/06/30 182628
14469 76/07/09 085259 19463 76/07/01 051324
14A70 76/07/07 171341 19464 76/07/09 150645
14A71 76/07/09 093048 19465 76/07/09 153033
14472 76/07/08 163517 19466 76/07/09 155656
14473 76/07/09 100828 19467 76/06/30 184556






















MOSAIC PYCNO IPL ID MOSAIC PICNO IPL ID











































w_,xc nc,o _om n,t. xosAzc nCNO _0:_n_
2n-_15_' 62A61 m2_'001..... 2n-'5'Z5965Ao1 _2_67o0_'
62A62 M12_ '00_ 65A02 M1256/003
62A63 M121_8:007 65AO3 Nla56/O0_
61_6h xz2_8 'olo 65._o_ MI._56/007
62A65 M121_8'013 65A05 M1256/009
61_66 Xleh8'016 6Sa06 K1256/011
62A67 M12h8'019 65A07 M1256/013
62A68 I,_.2k8'022 65AO8 W1256/015
62A69 M/2_8_0_ 65A09 M1256/017
62A70 M12_8/028 65A10 M1256/019
6_71 m2_8/o31 65An M1256/021
63A51 Mle51/O03 65A12 m256/o263ASS M1251/005 65A13 M1256/02>
63A53 M1251/007 65Alh M1256/027
63A5_ M1251/009 6_A_5 m2551021
63A55 M1_91/011 65A16 M1255/023
63A56 M1251/013 65A17 M1255/0_5
63A57 M1251/015 65A18 M1_55/027
63A59 M1251/019 65A19 MI_55/01_
63A61 M1_51/O_3 65*20 M1255/031 _,63A62 K1251/025 65A21 Mla55/033
63A63 M1251/0_7 65A_2 M1_55/035
63A65 M1251/031 65A_3 M1255/037
63A66 M1251/033 65A_ M1255/O39
63A67 MI_51/035 65A25 M1255/0_I '
63A68 M1251_037 65A26 Ml_55/Oh3
63A70 M1251/0_I 65A27 M1255/(9_5






6_,o_ ._._Ioo7 66Ao5 _2571oo9
_Ao5 _/'oo9 66,o_ m_57/ozz
_A_ _'_/011 66*07 m_57/013
6hA07 m25_/o13 6_c_ m_57/o15
6_AO_ M1252/01_ 66A09 m_57/017
6_A09 XI_52/017 66A10 X1_57/019
6_AIO M1252/019 66A11 m_57/021
6._All mRS_/0Sl 66A12 M12571033
_hAl2 MI_/023 66A13 M1257/O_5
6_,11_ M125_/0_7 66A15 x1_57/o29
6_A]._ m_5_/0_ 66,16 m_.r,8/ooz
6_6 _a5_/o31 66,_7 m_58/oo3
6_A17 MI_52/033 66A19 M1258/007
6_A18 m._Ic.3_ 66,_ m_581oo9
(_A19 M1252/037 66A21 M1258/011
6hA_ _aI039 66A_2 m_58/0:_3 :
6_.1 m_/o_t 6_13 m258/o15 ':
m_58/017
6_a_3 ms53/ooi 66_5 m_581oz9 i
6_ XL_3100_ 66,_ m_810_3




ms_zc Pzcm m0½rz_ msazc rzcm _u, Fzuz
21i-5271' 44AiI" Px198100z 211-5271'47A27 'P1205/016
44A12 PI1981002 47A28 F1205/017
44A13 ?I1981003 48A1! P12061008
44A14 P11981004 48A12 ?12061009
44Az5 Pzzgs/oo5 48^z3 ez2o6/ezo
4_X6 PlIge/o06 48A14 P12061011
44A17 ri198/007 48A15 P1206/012
44A18 ?11951008 4SA16 F120elo2e
44A19 F11981009 48A17 ?12061029
44A20 Pl198/010 48A18 P1206/030
44A2Z ezzge/ozz _AZ9 eZ206/03Z
44A22 ?119B/012 48A20 F1206/032
44#,23 Pl19B/013 48A21 P1206/033
44^24 P11981014 48/,22 F12061034
44A25 Fl198/015 48A23 P12061035
44A26 Pl198/016 48A24 P1207/006
44A27 F11981017 48*25 ?12071007
44A28 Pl198/018 48A26 P1207/008
46Al1 e1204/001 48A27 ?1207/009
46A12 eL204/002 48A28 ?12071010
46),13 r L2041003 49#,11P1209/019
46A14 e12031026 49^12 ?12091020
46A15 r1203f027 49A13 P1209/021
46A16 e1203/028 49A14 e12091022
46A17 P1203f029 49A15 P1209/023
46/,18 e1203f030 49^16 ?12091024
464,19P12031031 49A17 P1209/025
46A20 ?12031032 49),18 P12091026
46/,21P12031033 49A19 P1209/027
46A22 P1203/034 49A20 P1209/028
46/,23 ?12031035 49/,21 e12091029
46A24 X1203/036 49A22 P1209/030
4li4t2J ?12031037 49A23 e12091031
46A26 P1203/038 49/,24P12091032
4et27 et2031003 49A25 ez2091033
46/,28 ?12031024 49A26 ?12091034
47A11 P1204/004 49A27 P1209/03_
47AZ2 e12041005 49A25 eZ2091036
47A13 P1204/006 50All P1210/040
47AZ4 e12041007 $0A12 ?1210/041
47,z5 ezzo41ooa soAz3 eZ2zolo42
47A16 eZZ041009 50AZ4 eZZt01043
47A17 P1204/010 50A15 P1210/044
47,z8 ez204/ozz soAz6 ez2zo1045
47A19 e1204/048 $0A17 P12101046
47A20 e1204/049 50A18 FZ210/047
47A2Z ?1204/050 _0A19 e12Z0/048
47A22 e1204/051 50A20 ?12Z0/049 .-
47A23 ez2o_/o_z _o_az ez2zo/o_v
47A25 F12041034 $0A23 F1210/052
1[(18
1982014252-608
MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC FZC_O ROLL FILE
211-5271 50A25 P1210/054 211-5285 47AJ.O Y.!204/0_5
50A26 P1210/055 47A21 M1204/027
50A27 P1210/056 47A22 M1204/029
50),28 P1210/057 47A23 M1204/031
47A24 M120A/033
211-5285 49A11 M1209/001 47A25 M1204/035
49A12 M12091003 47A26 M1205/001
49A13 M1209/005 47A27 M1205/003
49A1_ M1209/007 ._;A28 M1205/005
49A15 M12091009 46Al1 M1204/001
49A16 M1209/011 46.12 M1204/003
49A17 M1209/013 46A13 M1404/005
49A18 M1209/015 46A14 M1203/011
49A19 M1209 '017 46A15 M1203/013
49A20 M1209 '019 46A16 M1205/015
49A21 M1209 '021 _6A17 M1203/017
49A22 M1209 '023 46A18 M1203/019
49A23 M1209 '025 46A19 M1203 I
49A24 I'11209'027 46A20 M1203r023
49A25 M1209 '029 46A21 M1203 r025
49A26 M1209 '031 46A22 M1203 1027
49A27 M1209 '033 46A23 M1203r029
49A2S M1209 r035 46A24 M1203 f031
48AII M1206 '015 46A25 M1203 f033
48A12 M1206rO17 46A26 M1203f033
48A13 M1206rO19 46A27 M1203 f001
48A14 M1206 rN21 46A28 M1203/003
48A15 )/12061023 44All Ml1981001
48A16 M1206r025 /,_A12 Ml198f003
48A17 M1206_027 44A13 Hl198 'OO_
48A18 Ml106P029 44A14 Ml198 '007
48A19 M1206t031 44A15 Ml198 '009
48A20 M1206f033 44A16 Ml198 '011
48A21 M1206f035 44A17 Ml198 '013
48A22 M1206 f037 44A18 )£1198 '015
48A23 M1206 '039 44A19 Hl198 '017
4bA2_ M1207/001 44A20 Ml198 _019
48^25 M1207/003 L_A21 MI198 '921
48A26 M1207/005 44A22 Ml198 '023
48A27 M1207/007 44A23 )41198 '025
48A28 M1207/009 44A24 Hl198 '027
47A11 H1204/007 44A25 Ml198 '029
47A12 M1204/009 44A26 HI198,'031
47A13 M1204/011 44A27 Ml198 _033










MDjAIC PICNO ROLL FZLE MDSAIC PICNO ROLL FILEJ
211-5382 229A01 P1444/001 211-5382 231A01 P1448'012
229A02 P1444/002 231A02 P1448rO13
229A03 P1444/003 231A03 P1448r014
229A04 P1444/004 231A04 P1449r006 _
229A05 P1444/005 231A05 P1449!007
229A06 P1444/006 231A06 PI449t008
229A07 P1444/007 231A07 PI449t009
229A08 P1444/008 231A08 P1449r010
229A09 P1444/009 231A09 P144_r011
229A10 P1444/010 231AI0 P1449r012
229AII P1444/011 231All P1449f013
229A12 P14441012 231A12 P1449r014
229A13 P1444/013 231A13 P1449_015
229A14 P1444/014 231A14 PI449f016
229A15 P1444/015 231A15 P1449r017
229A16 P1444'016 231A16 P1450r001
229A17 P1444'017 231A17 PI450fO02
229A18 P1444'018 231A18 P1450/003
229A19 P1444r019 231A19 PI450fO04
229A20 PI444t020 231A20 P1450rO05 %229A21P1444r021 231A21 P1450/006
229A22 P1444r022 231A22 P1450/007
229A23 P1444t023 231A23 P1450/008
229A24 P1444_024 231A24 P1450/009 ,
229A25 P1444_025 231A25 P1450/010
229A26 P1444r026 231A26 P1450/011
229A27 P1444r027 231A27 P1450/012
229A28 F1444t001 231A28 P1450/013
229A29 P1444r002 231A29 P1450t014
229A30 P1444?003 231A30 P1450/015
229A31 P1445/004 231A31 P1450'016
229A32 P1445/005 231A32 P1450'017
229A33 P1445/006 231A33 P1450/018
229A34 P1445/007 231A34 P1450/019
229A35 P1445/008 231A35 P1450/020
229A36 P1445/009 23_A36 P1451/001
229A37 P1445/010 211A37 P1451/002
229A38 P1445/011 231A38 P1451/003
229A39 P1445/012 231A39 P145_/004
229A40 P1445/013 231A40 P1451/005
229A41 P1445'014 231A41 P1451/00_
229A42 P1445'015 231A42 P1451/007
229A43 P1445'016 231A43 P1451/008
229A44 P1445'017 231A44 P14511009
229A45 P1445'018 231A45 P1451/010
229A46 P1445P019 230A01P1446/001
229A47 P1445'020 230A02 P1445/002
229A48 P1445'021 230A03 P1446/003 '
229A49 P1445'022 230A04 P1446/004
229A50 P1445'023 230A05 P1446/005
229A51 P1445'024 230A06 P1446/006
229A52 P1445'025 230A07 P1446/007
229A53 P1445'026 230A08 P1446/008
229A54 P1445'0_7 230A09 P1446/009
229A55 P1445r028 230AI0 P1446/010 '
I188
_,,_ .......... _ ..... _ ,,_, .,.,,_,_h,_,._. - _ _ ' H _ _ .......... -__ _"_ __
1982014252-610
















































"-:_:]-_---"='_'_,._ -'_-:Z__,,_,.,..........................................................--- ""' "_ "' _:.......i," .
1982014252-611
MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MESAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
SO? NGF














' 225B65 M2316/045 M2316/046
225B66 M2316/C&7 M2316/048
































LMDSAIC PICNO ROL_LLFILE .. MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
SCR NGF






















































































MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PTCNO ROLL FILE
211-5_02 248B83 M2336/OhO _iI-5402 248B34 M2335/026
248B84 M2336/042 248B35 M2335/028
248B85 M2336/044 248B36 M2335/O30
248B86 M2337/002 248B37 M2336/OO2
248B87M2337/00_ 248B38 M2336/004
248B88 _337/0o6 248B59 M2336/OO6
248B89 M2337/008 248B40 M2336_008
2_8B90 M2337/010 248B41 M2336/010
248B91 M2337/01_7 2b8Bb2 M2336/012
248B92 M?_37/014 2b8B43 M2336/014
2,q8B93 M2337/016 248B_b M2336/016
248B94 M_337/018 268Bb5 M2336/018
2a8B95 M2337/020 248B47 M2333/042
248_91M2337/011 2L8B48 M2333/04_
248B92 M2337/013 248B49 M233B/046
248B93 M2337/015 2_,8B50M2334/O02
248B94 M2337/O17 248B51 M233h/O04




248D03 M2333/_O6 248B56 M233&/Olb
2_8BO4 M23_/O08 248B57 M2334/016
2bSB05 M2555/050 248B58 M2334/O18
2',8B_6M2333/012 248B59 M2334/020
248B07 M2333/014 248B60 M2334/"_22
248B08 M2333/016 248B61 M2334/O2&
2_8BO9 M2333/018 248_62 M233_/096
248BIO M2333/0:_0 248B63 M2334/028
248BII M2333/022 248B64 M2334/030
248BI;!M2333/O2h 268B65 M233b/03_
248BI3 M2333/026 268B66 M233b/034
248B14 M2333/028 248B67 M2334/036
248B15 M2333/O30 248B68 M2334/038
248B16 MZBB3/OB2 248B69 M2334/040
248BIVM2333/03_ 248B70 M2334/O_2
248BISM2333/036 2_8B71M2334/Ohh
2b8BI9 M2333/038 2h8B73 M2336/020
248B20 M2333/040 248B74 M2336/022
248BE2 M2_5/OO2 248B75 M2336/024
2h8B23 M2335/OOb 248B76 M2336/026
248B24 M2335/006 248B77 M2336/028
248B25 M2335/OO8 248B78 M2336/030
2481326M2335/010 248B79 M2336/032
248B27 M2335/012 248B80 M2336/o3b
248B28 M2335/014 2h8_81M2336/O36
2h8B29 M2335/O16 248B8_ M2BB6/O'_8
248B30 M2335/O18 _48B01 M2333/_01
2b8B31 M2335/0_O 248BO2 M2333/003





MOSAIC PICm ROLL FILE MOSAIC pICN0 _L FILE
211-5402 248BO5 M2333/009 211-5h02 248B58 M2334/017
2_8B06 M2333/051 248B59 M2334/019
2_8B07 M2333/O13 2_8B60 M233h/O21
2481308M2333/015 248B61 M2334/O23
2hSB09 M2333/017 2_8B62 M233_/025
2&SBIO M2333/019 2hSB63 M2334/O27
248BII I_333/021 _48B64 M2334/029
2hSBIR M2333/023 248B65 M2334/07]
2_8B13 M2333/025 248B66M2334/OZ3
2481314M2333/027 248B67 M2334/O_g
248B15 M2333/029 2_8B68 M2334/037
248B16 M2333/031 248B69 M2334/039
2hSB17 M2333/033 2h8B?O S233h/Obl




243B23 M2335/003 248B76 M2336/O25
248B2_ M2335/_35 248B77 M2336/027
2h8B78 M2336/029 %248B25 _335/_)7
248B26 M2335/OO9 2_8B79 M2336/031
248B27 _335/011 2hSBSO M2336/O33
248B28 M2335/013 248B81 M2336/035
2h8B82 M2336/037248B29 M2335/0_5
2_8B30 _335/0_7 2_8B83 M2336/039
248B31 M2335/¢'19 2_8BSh M2336/0_I
2h8B85 M_336/0432hSB32 M2335/O21
2_8B33 M2335/023 2hSB86 M2)37/001
248B87 M2337/00_2_8B3_ M2335/025
2_8B35 M2335/027 2h8B88 M2337/005
2_8B_6 M2335/029 248B89 M2337/O07






















MOSAIC SCR PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC NGF PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5412 262B01 M2_52/001 M2352/002
262B02 M2352fO03 M2352/004
262B03 M2352fO05 M2352'006
262B04 M2352/007 M2352 '008
262B05 M2352/009 M2352 '0]0
232B06 M2352/011 M2352 'O12
262B07 M2352/013 M2352'014
262B08 M2352/015 M2352'016
262B09 M2352/017 M2352 '018
262BI0 M2352/019 M2352 '020
262BIz M2352/02! M2352r022
262B12 M2352/023 M2352'024
262B13 M2352/025 M2352 '026
262B14 M2352/027 M2352 _028





































MOSAIC PI(_O ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
8_ NOF



















































MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FII_ HOSAZC PZCI_ ROLL FILE;
SC_ NGF




275B33 H2366 tO21 M2366/022
275B34 I¢?.366r023 1j12366/O24
275B35 142366fO25 M2366 r026
275B36 M2366/027 M2366/n:.'8










275B47 M2365 _043 M2365/O43
275B48 M2367'001 b12367t002





275]B54 M2367 '013 M2367/014





275B60 M2367 r025 M2367/O26
275B61 M2367rO27 M2367/O28
275B62 M2367r029 H2367/030










MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FII_,, MOSAIC PICNO ROLL _ILE
SCR NGF
211-5414 275871 M2368/001 M2368 I002
275B72 M2368 {003 M2368 I004
275B73 M2368/005 M2368 fOO6
275B74 M2368/007 M2368 f008
275B75 M2368/009 M2368 1010
275876 M2368/011 M2368/012













275890 M2368/039 M2368/040 t_
275891 M2368/041 M2368/O42
275892 M2368/043 M2368/044


























MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE _. MOSAIC PZCNO ROLL FILE
SCR NOF
211-5417 287B24 M2376/001 M2376 r025
287B25 H2376/002 M2376 r026
287B26 M2376/003 M2376 r027
287]327 H2376/004 M2376 r028
287B28 M2376/005 M2376 t029
287B29 M2376/006 M2376 f030
287B30 M2376/007 M2376 tO31
Z87B31 H2376/008 H2376/032
287B32 M2376/009 H2376 f033
287B33 PL2376/010 M2376 f034
287B34 H2376/011 M23761035
287B35 H2376/012 M2376/036
287B36 _2376/013 M2376 {037
287B37 H2376/014 M2376 f038
287B38 M2376/015 M2376 {039
287B39 1_12376/016 M2376 {040
287B40 M2376/017 M2376 {041
287B41 M2376/018 H2376/042
287B42 H2376/019 M2376 {043 ';
287B43 H2376/020 H1376/044
287B44 H2376/021 H2376/045
287B45 142376/022 M2376 '046
On_ t
-o,B_6 H2376/023 M2376 '047
287B47 M2376/024 M23_6 '048
287B48 M2378 I019 M2378 tO20
287B49 M23781021 H2378'022
287B50 H2378 t023 M2378 t024
287B51 H23781025 M2378 '026
287B52 M2378{027 H2378 r028
287B53 M2378/029 M2378 r030
287B54 M2378{031 M2378 r032
287B55 M2378/033 M2378 r034
287B56 H2378/035 M2378, rO36
287B57 M23781037 M2378 f038
287B58 M23781039 M2378/040
287B59 M2378 I041 M2378/042
287B60 M2378 '043 H2378/044
287B61 M2378 '045 H2378/046
287B62 H2378 '047 H2378/048
287363 H2379 '001 H2378/OO2
287364 M2379 '003 142378/004
287365 !42379 '005 H2378/006
287366 M2379 '007 H2378/O08
287B67 142379 '009 H2378/010
287B68 142379 '011 142378/012
287B69 142379 '013 H2378/014
287B70 M2379 r015 M2378/016




MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
$CR NGF
























MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PIClqO ROLL FL._
211-5418 24L_47 M2324'/O'Tg_
211-5418 241B01 M2373/001 241B48 hZ324/_02
241B02 M2_23/003 241B49 M2324/003
241BC3 M2323/005 241B50 M2324'004
241B04 M2323/007 241B51M2324rO05
241B05 M2323/009 241B52 M2324rO06
241B06 M2323/011 241B53 M2324'O07
241B07 b_2323/013 241B54 M2324fO08
241B08 M2323/015 241B55 M2324tO09
241B09 M2323/017 241B56 M2324fOlO
241BI0 M2323/019 241B57 M1324tOll
241B11 M2323/021 241B58 M232_tO12
241_]2 M2323/023 241B59 M2324fO13
241B13 M2323/025 241B60 M2324fO14
241B_ H2323/027 241B61M2324fO15
241B15 M2323/029 241B62 M2324tO16
241B16 M2323/031 241B63 M2325fO01
241B17 b12323/033 241B64 M2325'O03
241B13 M2323/035 241B65 M2325/005
2_B19 M2323/O37 241B66 M2325/OO7
241B20 M2323J039 241B67 M2325/009 %
241B21 M2323/041 241B68 M2325/0ii
241B22 M2324/017 241_69 M2325/O13 .
241B23 M2324/O18 241B70 H2325/015
241B24 M2324/019 241B71 M2325/017
241B25 M2324/020 241B72 M2326/019
241B26 M2324/021 241B73 M2326/023
241B27 M2324/022 241P74 M2326/025
241B28 M2324/023 241B75 M2326,327
241B29 M2324/024 241B76 M2326/O29 P
241B30 M2325/021 241B77 M2326/O31
241B3I H2325/023 24iB78 M2326/O_]
241B32 M2325/O25 2_1B79 M2327/CO_
241B33 M2325/027 241B80 M2t27/003
241E.% H2325/029 241B81 M,?.327/O05
24]335 M2325/O31 241B82 142327/007
241B36 M2326/001 241B83 M2327/009
241B37 M2326/OO3 241B84 MZ327/O11
241B3,8 M2326/005 241B85 M2327/O13
241B39 142326/007 241B86 H2327/015
241B40 142326/009 241B87 M2327/017
241B41 )!2326/011 241B88 H2327/O19
241B42 M2326/013 241BB9 ){2327/021
241B43 M2326/015 241BgoM2.327/023
241B44 M2326/017 241B91 M2327/O25
241B;5 )!2326/019 241B92 M2327/027






• . , r
1982014252-623
MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5418 241B01 M2322 _002 241B50 M232_
241B02 M2323_004 241B51 M2324
241B03 %M2323rO06 241B52 M2324
241B04 M2323rO08 241B53 M2324
241B05 M2323'010 241B54 M2324
241B06 M2323rO12 241B55 M2324
241B07 M2322_014 241B56 M2324
241B08 M2323rO16 241B57 M2324
241B09 M1323rO18 241B58 M2324
241BI0 M2323r020 241B59 M2324
241BII "142323v022 241B60 M232&
241B12 M2323r024 241B61 M2324
241B13 M2323r026 241B62 M2324
241B14 M2323r028 241B63 M2325
241B15 M2323_030 241B64 M2325
241B16 M2323r032 241B65 M2324
241B17 M2322r034 241B66 M2324
241B18 M2323_036 241B67 M2324
241B19 M2323r038 241B68 M2324
241B20 M2322 I040 241B69 M2324 "
241B21 M2523 r042 241B70 M232 "_
241B22 M2324r041 241B71 M2325rO17
241B23 M2324r0&2 241B72 M2325rO19
241B24 M2724P043 241B73 M2326'023
241B25 M2324r044 241B74 M2326_025
241B26 M2324r045 2_IB75 M2326r027
241L27 M2324r046 241B76 M2326r029
241B28 M2324r047 241B77 M2326_O31
241B29 M2324_048 241B78 M2326rO33
241B30 M2325_022 241B79 M2327rO02
241B31 M2325r024 241B80 M2327_004
241B32 M2325r026 241B81 M2327"006
241B33 M2325r028 241B82 M2327rO08
241B34 M2325f030 241B83 M2327eOlO
241B35 M2325r032 241B84 M2327_O12
241B36 M2326r001 241B85 M2327rO14
241B37 M2326_003 241B86 M2327rO16
241B38 M2326rOOS 241B87 M2327rO18
241B39 M2326t007 241B89 M2327r020
241B40 M2326fO09 241B90 M2327r022
241B41 M23261011 241B91 M2327_O24
241B42 M23261013 241B92 M23271026
241B43 M2326_015 241B93 M2327r028
2"_!B44 M2326 ?017 241B94 M2327 f030
241B45 M2326_019 241B95 M23271034
241B46 M23261021 241B96 M2327/035





MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5420 385A31 M1578f001 211-5420 350A31 M1571rO01
385A32 M15781002 350A32 M15711002
385A33 M1578{003 350A33 M15711003
385A34 M15781004 350A34 M1571/004
385A35 tf15781005 350A35 M15711005
385A36 M1578tO06 350A36 M15711006
385A37 M1578rO07 350A37 M15711007
385A38 M1578fO08 350A38 M15711008
385A39 M1578f009 350A39 M15711009
385A40 M1578fO10 350A40 M15711010
385A41 M1578fOll 350A4] M15711011
385A42 M1578fO12 350A42 M15711012
385A43 M15781013 350A43 M15711013
385A_4 MI578t014 350A44 M15711014
385A45 M1578f015 350A45 M15711015
385A46 M1578f016 350A46 M1571_016
385A47 M15781017 350A47 M1571/017
385A48 M1578_018 350A48 M1571/018
385A49 M15781019 350A49 M1571/019 ,
385A50 M1578f020 350A50 M1571/620
385A51 M15781021 350A51 M1571/021
385A52 M15781022 350A52 M1571/022
385A53 M15781023 350A53 M1571/023
385A54 M15781024 350A54/MI571/024
350A01 M1570f001 312A01 P1522/001
350A02 M1570f002 312A02 P1522/002
350A03 M15701003 312A03 P1522/003
350A04 M15701004 312A04 P1522/004
350A05 M1570f005 312A05 P1522/005
350A06 M15701006 312A06 P1522/006
350A07 M1570/007 312A07 P1523/001
350A08 M15701008 312A08 P1523/002
350AO9 M1570/009 312A09 P1523/003
350AI0 M15701010 312AIO.PI523/004
350AII M15701011 312AII P1523/005
350A12 M1570!012 3i2A12 P1523/006
350A13 M1570/013 312A13 P1523/007
350A14 M1570/014 312A14 P1523/008
350A15 M1570/015 312A15 P1523/009
350A16 M1570_016 312A16 P1523/010
350A17 M1570/017 312A17 P1523/011
350A18 M1570tO18 312A18 P1523/012
350A19 M15701019 312A19 P1523/013
350A20 M1570/020 312A20 P1523/014
350A21 M1570/021 312A21 P1523/015
350A22 M1570f022 312A22 P1523/016
3_0A23 M15701023 312A23 P1523/017





MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5420 312A31 P1525/OO1 211-5422 267B01 M2360/001
312A32 P1525/002 267B02 M2360/002
312A33 P1525/003 267B03 M2360/003
312A34 P1525/004 267B04 M2360/004
312A35 P1525/005 267B05 M2360/005
312A36 P1525/006 267B06 M2360/006
312A37 P1525/007 267B07 M2360/007
312A38 P1525/008 267B08 M2360/008
312A39 P1525/009 267B09 M2360/009
312A40 P1525/010 267BI0 M2360/010
312A41 P1525/011 267BII M2360_011
312A42 P1525/012 267B12 M2360/012
312A43 P1525/O13 267B13 M2360/013
311%44 P1525/014 267B14 M2360/014
312A45 P1525/015 267B15 M2360/O15
312A46 P1525/016 267B16 M2360/016
312A47 P1525/017 267B17 M2360/017
312A48 P1525/0_8 267B18 M2360/018
312A49 P1525/019 267B19 M2360]019
3i2A50 P1525/020 267B20 M2360/020
312A51 P1526/001 267B21M2360_021
312A52 P1526/002 267B22 M2358/021
312A53 P1526/003 267B23 M2358/022
312A54 P1526/004 267B24 M2358/023
358A01 M1577/001 267B25 M2358/O24
358A02 M1577/002 267B26 M2358/025
358A03 M1577/003 267B27 M2359/001
358AO4 M1577/004 267B28 M2359/O03
358AO5 M_577/005 267B29 M2359/O05
358A06 M1577/005 267B30 M2359/007
358AO7 M_577/007 267B31 M2359/009
358_08 M1577/008 267B32 M2359/O11
358A09 M1577/009 267B33 M2359/013
358AI0 M1577/010 267B34 M2359/015
358AII M1577/011 267B35 M2359/017
358A12 M1577/012 267B36 M2359/O19
358A13 M1577/013 267B37 M2359/021
35SA14 M1577_014 267B38 M2359/023
358A15 M1577/015 267B39 M2359/024
358A16 M1577/016 267B40 M2359/029
358A17 M1577/017 267B41 Pi2359/O31
358A18 M1577/018 267D42 M2359/033
358A19 M1577/019 267B43 M2359/035
358A20 M1577/020 267B44 H2359/037
358A21 M1577/021 267B45 M2359/039
358A22 M1577/022 267B49 M2360/025
358A23 M1577/023 267B50 M2360/026
358A24 M1577/024 267B51 M2361/001
1184
1982014252-626
MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5422 267B52 M2361/003 211-5422 267B37 M2359/C;_
267B53 M2361/005 267B38 M2359/O_
267B54 M2361/007 267B39 M2359/O2_
267B55 M2361/009 267B40 M2359/O_C'
267856 M2361'011 267B41M2359/0:_
267B57 M2361'013 267B42 M2359/OS_
267B58 M2361'015 267B49 M2360/O51
267B59 M2361'017 267B50 M2360/052
267B60 M2361'019 267B51 M2361/002
267B61 M2361'021 267B52 M2361/004
267B62 M2361r023 267B53 M2361/006
267B63 M2361'025 267B54 M2361/008
267B64 M2361'027 267B55 M2361/010
267B65 M2361P029 267B56 M2361/012
267B66 M2361r032 267B57 M2361/014
267B67 M2361r034 267B58 M2361/016
267B68 M2361r036 267B59 M2361/018
267B01 M2360t027 267B60 M2361/020
267BO2 M2360r028 267B61 M2361/022
267B03 M236Or029 267B62 M2361/024
267B04 M2360/030 267B63 M2361/026
267B05 M23607031 267B64 M2361/028
267B06 M236Of032 26'IB65M2361/030
267B07 M2360/033 267B66 M2361/033
267B08 M2360/034 267B67 M2361/035
267B09 M2360/035 267B68 M2361/037
267BI0 M2360/036
267BII M2360fO37 211-5435 IOIA05 M1326/002
267B12 M2360/038 IOIA07 M1326/006
267B13 M2360/039 IOIA09 M1326/010
267B14 M23602040 IOIAII M1526/014
267B15 M2360/041 I01A13 M1326/018
267B16 M2360/042 IOIAI5 M1326/022
267B17 M2360/043 I01A17 M1326/026
267B18 M2360/044 I01A19 M1326/030
267B19 M2360/045 IOIA21 M1526/054
267B20 M2360/046 I01A29 M1327/010
267B21 H2360/047 101A31M1327/014
267B22 H2358/025 101A35 M1327/O22
267B23 M2358/O27 101A37 M1327/026
267B24 M2358/O28 10_A39 M1327/030
267B25 M2350/029 101A41 M1327/034
267B26 M2358/030 I01A43 M1327/038
267B27 M2359/002 I01A45 M1327/042
267B28 M2359/004 I01A47 M1327/046
267B29 M2359:'006 I01A49 M1328/004
267B30 M2359'008 I01A51 M1328/008
267B31 M2359POI0 I01A53 M1328/012
%
267B32 M2359t012 IOIA54 M1328/O14
267B33 M_359tO14 I01A55 M1328/O16 _
267B34 M2359rO16 I01A58 MI_28/022 _
267B35 M2359rO18 lO1A60 M1328/026 ,_
267B36 M23591020 101A62 M1328/O30 :
267B37 M2359f022 101A64 M1328/O34
267B38 M2359t026 I01A66 M1328/O38
267E39 M2359r028 I01A68 M1328/042 ||85
1982014252-627
_0SAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC FICNO ROLL FILE
211-5435 IOIA70 M1328/046 211-5435 369A19 M1596/019
IOIA06 M1326/004 369A20 M1596/020
IOIA08 M1326/008 369A21 M1596/021
101AIO M1326/012 369A22 M1596/022
101AI2 M1326/016 369A23 M1596/023
101A!4 M1326/020 369A24 M1596/024
IOIAI6 M1326/024 369A25 M1596/025
101AI8 M1326r028 369A26 M1596/026
I01_20 M13261032 369A27 M1597/001
I01A22 M1326r036 369A28 M1597/002
I01A24 M13261040 369A29 M1597/003
I01A26 MI327P004 369A30 M1597/004
I01A32 M1327r016 369A31 M1597/005
I01A34 M13271020 369A35 M1598/001
I01A36 M1327r024 369A36 M1598/002
I01A38 M1327r028 369A37 M1598/003
101A40 M1327r032 369A38 M1598/004
I01A42 M1327r036 369A39 M1598/005
101A44 M1327'040 369A40 M1598/006 '
I01A46 M1327'044 369A41 M1598/007
I01A48 M1328r002 369A42 M1598/008
101A50 M1328_006 369A43 M1599/001
I01A52 M1328/010 369A44 M1599/002
I01A57 M1328/020 369A45 M1599/003
I01A59 M1328/024 369A46 M1599/004
IOIA61 M1328/028 369A47 M1599/005
I01A63 M1328/032 369A48 M1599/006
I01A65 M1328/036 369A49 M1599/007
I01A67 M1327/040 369A50 M1599/008
I01A69 M1327/044 369A51 M1599/009
369A52 M1599/010
211-5439 369A01 M1596/001 369A59 M1599/011
369A02 M1596/002 369A54 M1599/012
369A03 M1596/003 369A55 M1599/013
369A04 M1596/004 369A56 M1599/014
369A05 M1596/005 369A57 M1599/015
369A06 M1596/006 369A58 M1599/031
369A07 M_596/007 369A59 M1599/032
369A08 M1596/008 369A60 M1599/033
369A09 M1596/009 369A61 M1599/034
369AI0 M1596/010 369A62 M1599/035
369AII M1596/011 369A63 M1599/036
369A12 M1596/012 369A67 M1597/006
369A13 M1596/013 369A69 M1597/008
369A14 MI596/014 359A70 MI610/O01
369A15 M1596/015 369A71 M1610/002
369A16 M1596/016 369A72 M1610/003
369A17 M1596/017 369A73 M1610/004
369A18 M1596/018 369A74 M1600/005
1186 (
1982014252-628
iMOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5439 369A75 M1600/006 211-5439 369A39 M1598/013
369A76 M1600/007 359A40 M1598/014
, 369A77 M1600/_08 359A42 M1598/016
369A78 M1600/009 369A43 M1599/016
369A79 M1600/010 369A44 M1599/017
369A80 M1600/011 359A45 M1599/018
369A81 M1600/012 369A46 M1599/019
369A82 M1600/013 359A47 M1599/020
369A83 M1600/014 369A48 M1599/021
369A8% M1600/015 369A49 M1599/022
369A85 M1600/016 359A50 M1599/023
369A86 M1600/017 359A51 M1599/024
369A87 M1600/018 369A52 M1599/025
369A88 M1600/019 359A53 M1599/026
369A89 M1600/020 359A54 M1599/027
369A90 M1600/021 359A55 M1599/028
369A91 M1600/022 359A56 M15991029
369A92 M1600/023 359A57 M1599/030
369A93 M1600/024 359A58 M1599/037
369A01 M1596/027 359A59 M1599/038 _
359A02 M1596/028 369A60 M1599/039
369A03 M1596/029 359A61 M1599/040
369A0_ M!596/030 369A62 M1599/0_I
369A05 M1596/031 369A63 M1599/042
369A06 M1596/032 369A67 M1597/014
359A07 M1596/033 369A68 M1597/015
369A08 M1596/034 359A69 M1597/016
369A09 M1596/035 369A70 MIO00/025
369A10 M1596/036 369A71 M1600/026
359AII M1596/037 369A72 M1600/027
369A12 M1596/038 369A73 M1603/028
359&13 M1596/039 369A74 M1600/029
359A14 M1596/040 369A75 M1600/030
369A15 M1596/041 369A76 M1600/031
369A16 M1596/042 369A77 M1600/032
359A17 M1596/043 359A78 M1600/033
369A18 M1596/044 359A79 M1600/03_
359A20 M1596/046 369A80 M1600/035
359A21 M1596/047 359A81MI60D/036
369A22 M1596/0_8 369A82 M1600/037
369A25 M1596/053 369A83 M1603/038
369A26 M1596/052 359A84 M1600/039
369A27 M1597/009 369A85 M1600/040
369A28 M1597/010 359A86 MI600/0_I
359A29 M1597/011 369A87 M1600/042
369A30 M1597/012 359A88 M1600/0_3
359A31 M1597/013 359A89 M1600/0_4
369A35 M]598/009 359A90 M1603/045 :
359A36 M1598/010 369A91M1600_046
359A37 M1598/011 359A92 M1600/047




MOK_¢ PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE















































MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
SCR NGF






308B53 M2409/007 M2409 f031
308B54 M2409/008 M2409 r032





























































































MOSAIC PICNO --ROLLFILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE





















































MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
SCR NG?
211-5442 313B14 M2416 r023 M2416/050
313B15 M2416 I024 M2416/051
313B16 M241E'025 M2416_O52
313B21 M24141027 M2414/029
313B22 M2414 t028 M2414/030
313B23 M2415100Z M2414/022
313B24 M2415 tO02 M2415/023
313B25 M2415f003 M2415/024
313B26 M2415 _004 M2415/025
313B27 M2415/005 142415/026
313B28 142415tO06 142415/027
" 313B29 M24151007 M2415/028
313B30 M2415tO08 M2415/029
313B31 M2415 1009 M2415/030
313B32 M24151010 M2415/031
313B33 M2415 I011 M2415/032
313B34 M2415 1012 M2415/033
313B35 M24151013 M2415/034



























































MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC FICNO ROLL FILE
211-5443 292B54 M2385/029 211-5443 292B14 M2385/002
292B55 M2385/031 292B15 M2385_004
292B56 M2385/033 292B16 M2385rO06
292B57 M2385/035 292B17 M2385tO08
292B58 M2385/037 292B18 M2385rOlO
292B59 M2386/001 292B19 M2385rO12
292B60 M2386/003 292B20 M2385fO14
292B61 M2386/005 292B21M2385tOI6
292B62 M2386/007 ZO2B24 M2383rO02
292B63 M2386/009 291B25 M2383rO04
292B64 M2386/011 292B26 M2383rO06
292B65 M2386/002 292B27 M2383tO08
292B65 M2386/003 292B28 M2383fOIO
292B66 M2386/004 292B29 M2383_012
292B67 M2386/005 292B30 M2383/014
292B68 M2386/021 292B31 M2383/010
292B69 M2386/023 292B32 M2383/C18
292B71 M2386/025 292B33 M2383/020
292B72 M2388/001 192B34 M2383/022
292B73 M2388/002 292B35 M23_3/024
292B74 _2388/003 292836 M2383/026
292B75 M2388/004 292B37 M2383/028
292B76 M2388/005 292B38 M2383/030
292B77 M2388/006 292B39 M2383/032
292B78 M2388/007 292B40 M2383/034 '
292B79 M2388/008 292B41 M2383/036
292B80 H2388/009 292B42 M2383/038
292B81 M2388/010 292B43 M2383/040
292B82 M2388/011 292B44 _393/042
292B83 M2388/012 292B45 M2383/044
292B84 M2388/013 292B46 M2383/046
292B85 M2388/014 292B47 M2383/048
292B86 M2388/015 292B48 M2385/018
292B87 M2388/032 292B49 M2385/020
292B89 M2388/033 292_50 M2385/022
292B90 M2388/034 292B51 M2385/024
292B91 M2388f035 292B52 M2385/026
292B92 M2388/036 292B53 M2385/028
292B01 M2384rO14 292B54 M2385/030
292B02 M2384/016 292B55 M2385/032
292B03 M23841017 292B56 M2385/034
292B04 M2384tO18 292B57 M2385/036
292B05 M2384t019 292B58 M2385/038
292B06 M2384f020 292B59 }42386/002
292B07 M2384/021 292B60 M2386/004
292B08 M2384/022 292B61 M2386/006
292B09 M2384/023 292B62 142386/008
292B10 M2384/024 292B63 M2386/010
292Bll M2384/025 292B_ M2386/012
292B12 M2384/026 292B65 M2386/014




MOSAIC PICNO POLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FIT_
211-5443 292B87 M2'386/0X8 2_1-54/_ 325825 P2431 '00_--
292B68 M2386/020 325B26 P2431tO06
292B69 M2386/022 325B27 P2431rO07
R92B70 M2386/024 325B28 P2431_008
292B71 M2386/026 325B29 P2431_009
292B72 M2388/017 325B30 P2431r010
292B73 )42388/018 325B31P2431r011
292B74 142388/019 325B32 P2431rO12
292B75 M_388/020 325B33 P2431rO13
_92B76 M2388/021 325B34 P2431rO14
292B77 M2388/022 325B35 P2431'015
297B78 M2388/023 325B36 P2431rO16
292B79 142388/024 325B37 P2431rO17
292B80 )42388/025 325B38 P2431f018
292B81 M2388/02_ 325B39 F2431rO19
292B82 M2388/027 325B40 P2431_020
292B83 M2388/028 325B4! P2432f021
292B84 142388/029 325B42 P2432r022
292B85 P2388/030 325_43 P2432_O23
292B86 M23881031 325B_A P243_/024
292B87 M23881037 325B45 P2433tO01 _:
292_88 M2388/038 325B&6 P2433ro02
292B89 M2388/039 325B47 P2433rO03
292_90 M2388'040 325B48 P2433fOO4
292B91 M2388'0AI 325B49 P2433fOO5
323B50 P2433fO06
211-5444 325B01 P2432/001 325_51P2433fO07
325B02 P2432/002 325B52 P2433fO08
325B03 F2432/003 325_53 P24331009
325BOA P2432/004 325B54 P2&33f010
325B05 P2&32/OO5 325B55 P2433'OXX
325B06 P2432/006 325B56 P24331012
325B07 P2432_007 325B57 P2433fO13
325B08 P24_21008 325B58 P2433/01_
325B09 F2432/009 325B59 P2433/015



































335B17 M2443/003 M2443/017 ;






















335B40 M2444/012 M2444/026 :
335B41 M2444/013 M2444/027
1196 ,:
I ! i i I
1982014252-638






































............................ •...... .P.o......................... . ......
1982014252-639
MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5449 357501 M2475/001 211-5449 356B43 M2474/009
357502 M2475/002 356B44 M2474/010
357B03 M2475/003 356545 M2474/011
357504 M2475/004 356546 M2474/012
357505 M2475/005 356547 M2474/013
357506 M2475/006 356B48 M2474/014
357507 M2475/007 356549 M2474/015
357508 M2475/008 356550 M2474/016
357509 H2475/009
357BI0 M2475/010 211-5450 254501 M2343/021
357511 M2475/011 254B02 M2343/023
357512 M2475/012 254503 M2343/025
357513 M2475/0_3 254504 M2343/027
357514 M2476/001 254505 M2343/029
357B15 M2476/002 254B06 M2343/031
357516 M2476/003 254507 M2343/033
357B17 M2476/004 254508 M2343/035
357B18 M2476/005 254B09 M2343/037
357519 M2476/006 254510 M2343/039
357B20 M2476/007 254511 M2343/041
357521 M2476/008 254B12 M2343/043
357522 M2476/009 254513 M2344/001
357523 M2476/010 254514 M23&4/O02
357524 M2476/011 254B15 M23_4/003
357B25 M2476/012 254B16 M2344/004
357B26 M2476/013 2545i7 M2344/005
357527 M2476/014 254518 M2344/006
357528 M2476/015 254B19 M2344/007
357529 M2476/016 254520 M2344/008
356B21 M2473/011 254521 M2344/009
356B22 M2473/012 254522 M2344/010
356523 M2473/013 254B23 M2344/011
356524 M2473/014 254B25 M2341/008
356525 M2473/015 254526 M2341/009
356526 M2473/016 254527 142341/010
356527 M2473/017 254528 M2341/011
356528 M2473/018 254529 M2341/012
356529 M2473/019 254B30 M234i/013
356B30 M2473/O20 254531 M2341/014
356531 M2_73/021 254532 M2341/015
356532 M2473/022 254533 M2341/024
356533 M2473/023 254534 M2341/026
356B34 M2473/024 254B35 M2341/028
356B35 M2474/001 2545_6 M2341/030
356536 M2474/002 254537 M2341/032
356B37 M2474/003 254538 M2372/001
356B38 M2474/004 254539 M2372/003
356539 M2474/005 254540 M2372/00_
356B40 M2474/006 254B41 M2372/007
356541 M2474/007 254542 M2372/009




MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5450 254B44 M2372/013 211-5450 254B06 M2343/032
254B45 M2372/015 254B07 M2343/034
254B46 M2372/017 254B08 M2343/036
254B47 M2372/019 254B09 M2343/038
254B48 M2372/021 254BI0 M2343/040
254B49 M2372/023 254BII M2343/042
254B50 M2372/025 254B12 M2343/044
254B51 M2344/012 254B13 M2344/025
254B52 M2344/013 254B14 M2344/026
254B53 M2344/014 254B15 M2344/027
254B54 M2344/O15 254B16 M2344/028
254B55 M2344/016 254B17 M2344/029
254B56 M2344/017 254B18 M2344/030
254B57 112344/018 254B19 M2344/031
254B58 M2344/O19 254B20 M2344/032
254B66 M2345/001 254B21 M2344/033
254B67 M2345/003 254B22 M2344/034
254B68 M2345/005 254B23 M2344/035
254B69 M2345/007 254B25 M2341/016
254B70 M2345/009 254B26 M2341/017
254B71 M2345/011 254B27 M2341/018 '_
254B72 M2345/013 254B28 M2341/019
25&B73 M2345/015 254B29 M2341/020
254B74 M2345/017 254B30 M2341/021
254B75 M2345/019 254B31 M2341/022
254B76 M2345/021 254B32 M2341/023
254B77 M2343/027 254B33 M2341/025
254B78 M2342/029 254B34 M2341/027
234B79 M23_2/031 254B35 M2341/029
254B80 M2342/033 254B36 M2341/031
254B81 M2342/035 254B37 M2341/033
254B82 M2342/037 254B38 M2342/002
254B83 M2342/039 254B39 M2342/004
254B84 M2342/041 254B40 M2342/006
254B85 M2342/043 2S&_41 MP_&P/nn_
254B86 M25_2/045 254B42 M2342r010
254B87 M2342/047 254B43 M2342r012
254B88 M2343/001 254B44 M2342r014
254B89 M2343/003 254B45 M2342rO16
254B90 M2343/005 254B46 M2342rO18
254B91 M2343/007 254B47 M2342r020
254B92 M2343/009 254B48 M2342r022
254B93 M2343/011 254B49 M2342t024
254B94 M2343/013 254B51 M2344r036
254B95 M2_43/015 254B52 M2344t037
254B96 M2343/017 254B53 M2344t038
254B97 M2343/019 254B54 M2344¢039
254B01 M2343/022 254B55 M23441040
254B02 Mz'J431024 254B56 M2344_041
254B03 M2343/026 254B57 M2344_042





MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5450 254B66 M2345/002 211-5452 352B61 M2468/039
254B67 M2345/004 352B62 M2468/040
254B68 M2345/006 352B63 M2468/041
254B69 M2345/008 352B64 M2468/042
254B70 M2345/010 352B65 M2469/043
254B71 M2345/012 252B66 M2469/044
254B72 M2345/014 352B67 M2469/045
254B73 M2345/016 352B68 M2469/046
254B74 _345/018 352B69 M24691047
254B78 M2342/030 352B70 M2469f048
254B79 M2342/032 352B71M2469f049
254B80 M2342/034 352B72 M2469f050
254B81 M2342/036 352B73 M2469f051
254B82 M2342/038 352B74 M2469f052
254B83 M2342/040 352B75 M2469r053
254B84 M2342/042 352B76 M2469r054
254B85 M2342/044 352B77 M2469r055
254B86 M2342/046 352B78 M2469r056
254B87 M2342/048 352B79 M2468'043
254B88 M2343/002 352B80 M2468/044
254B89 M2343/004 352B81 M2468/045
254B90 M2343/006 352B82 M2468/046
254B91 M2343/008 352B83 M2468/047
254B92 M2343/010 352B$4 M2468/048
254B93 M2343/012 352B85 M2468/049
254B94 M2343/014 352B86 M2468/050
254B95 M2343/016 252B87 M2468/051
254B96 M2343/018 352B88 M2468/052
352B89 M2468/053
211-5452 352B37 M24691029 352B90 M2468/054
352B38 M2469t030 352B91 M2468/055
352B39 M2469f031 352B92 M2468/056
352B40 M2469 I032 352B37 M2469/001
352B41 M2469 _033 352B38 M24691002
352B42 M2469 r034 352B39 M24691003
352B43 M2469 '035 352B40 M2469 fO04
352B44 M2469 r036 352B41 M2469 f005
352B45 M2469 r037 352B42 M24691006
352B46 M2469 r038 352B43 M2469 I007
352B47 M2469/039 352B44 M2469fO08
352B48 M2469/040 352B45 M2469f009
352B49 M2469/041 352B46 M2469f010
352B50 M2469/042 352B47 M2469r011
352B51 M2468/029 352B48 M2469P012
352B52 M2468/030 352B49 M24691013
352B53 M2468/031 352B50 M2469rO14
352B54 M2468/032 352B51M2468PO01
352B55 M2468/033 352B52 M2468t002
352B56 M2468/034 352B53 M2468_003
352B57 M2468/035 352B54 M2468_004
352B58 M2468/036 352B55 M246_rO05
352B59 M2468/037 352B56 M2468'006
352B60 M2468/038 352B57 M2468'007
1982014252-642
MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE I_0SAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
, 211-5452 352B58 M2468/008 211-5452 332A14 P1554/014
352B59 M2468/009 332A15 P1554/015
352B60 M24681010 332A16 P1554/016
352B61 M2468/011 332A17 P1554/017
¢ 352B62 M2468/012 332A18 P1554/018
352B63 M2468/013 332A19 P1554/019
352B64 M2468/014 332A20 P1554/020
352B65 M2469/015 332A21 P1554/021
352B66 M2469/016 332A22 P1554/022
352B67 M2469/017 332A23 P1554/023
352B68 M246_/018 332A24 P1554/024
,. 352B69 M2469/019 332A31 P1552/001
352B70 M2469/020 332A32 P1552/002
352B71 M2469/021 332A33 P1552/003
352B72 M2460/022 332A34 P1552/004
352B73 M2469/023 332A35 P1552/005
352B74 M2469/024 332A36 P1552/006
352B75 M2469/025 332A37 P1552/007
352B76 M2469/026 332A38 P1552/008
352B77 M2469/027 332A39 P1552/009
352B78 M2469/028 332A40 P1552/010 ,_
352B79 M2468/015 332A41 P_552/011 ,
352B80 M2468/016 332A42 P1552/012
352B81 M2468/017 332A43 P1552/013
352B82 M2468/018 332A44 P1552/014
352B83 M2468/019 332A45 P1552/015
352B84 M2468/020 332A46 P1552/016
352B85 M2468/021 332A47 P1552/01)
352B86 M2468/022 332A48 P1552/018
352B87 M2468/023 332A49 P1552/019
352B88 M2468/024 332A50 P1553/001
352B89 M2468/025 332A51 P1553/002
352B90 M2468/026 332A52 P1553/003
352B91 M2468/027 332A53 P1553/004
352B92 M2468 028 332A54 P1553/005
326A16 P1542/001
211-.5478 332A01P1554t001 326A17 P1542/002
332A02 PI554t002 326A18 P1542/003
332A03 PI554t003 326A19 P1543/001
332A04 PI554t004 326A20 P1543/002
332A05 P1554'005 326A21 P15_3/003
332A06 PI554t006 326A22 P1544tO04
332A07 P1554 r007 326A23 P1544rO05 .
332A08 P1554 r008 326A24 P1544 vO06
332A09 P1554 tO09 326A25 P1544 tO07
332AI0 P1554!010 326A26 P1544_008
332AII P1554rOll 326A27 P1544rO09 -
332A12 P1554_012 326A28 Pl_44fOlO
332A13 P1554r013 326A29 P1544f011
1201
1982014252-643
MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5478 326A30 P1543/012 211-5478 330A50 M1552/001
326B31 P1543fO13 330A51 M1552/002
326A32 P1543tO14 330A52 M!552/003
326A33 P1543fO15 330A53 M1552/004


















































MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5527 38B41 M2072/O-I0 211-5527 40B58 M2078fO32
38B42 M2072/012 40B59 M2078f034
38B43 M2072/014 40B60 M2078f036
38B44 M2072/016 211-5530 424B21 M1687/001
38B45 M2072/018 424B22 M1678fO02
38B46 M2072/020 424B23 M1678fO03
38B47 M2072/022 424B24 M1678(004
38B48 M2072/024 424]325M1678f005
38B49 M2072/026 424B26 M16781006
38B50 M2072/028 424B27 M1678/007
38B51 M2072/030 424B28 M1678008
38B52 M2072/032 424B29 M1678/009
38B53 M2072/034 424B30 M1678/010
38B54 M2072/036 424B31 M1678/011
38B55 M2072/038 424B32 M16781012
38B56 M2072/040 424]333M16781013
38B57 M2073/002 4241334M16781014
38B58 M2073/004 424B35 MI678fOI5
39B41 M2074/028 424B36 MI678fOI6
39B42 M2074/030 424B37 M1678fO17
39B43 M2074/032 424B38 M16781018
39B44 M2074/034 424B39 M1678fO19
39B45 M2074/036 424B40 M16781020
39B46 M2074/038
39B47 M2074/040 211-5537 34B20 M20661014
39B48 M2075/002 34B21 M2066fOI6
39B49 M2075/004 34B22 M2066t018
39B50 M2075/006 34B23 M2066f020
39B51 M2075/008 34B24 M2066(022
39B52 M2075/010 35B20 M2068fO_O
39B53 M2075/012 35B21 M2068f002
39B54 M2075/014 35B22 M20681004
39B55 M2075/016 35B23 M20681006
39B5_ M2075/018 35B24 M20681008
39B57 M2075/020 35B49 M2070f006
39B58 M2075/022 35B50 M2070f008
40B41 M2077/050 35B51 M2070t010
40B42 M2077/052 35B52 M2070tO12
40B43 M2078/002 35B53 M2070fO14
40B44 M2078/004 35B54 M2070fO16
40B45 M2078/006 _8B30 M2071f040
40B46 M2078/008 ,8B31 M2072/002
40B47 M2078/010 '8B32 M2072fO04
40B48 M2078/012 38B33 M2072fOO6 :
40R49 M2078/014 38B34 M2072fO08
40B50 M2078/016 38B59 M2073(O06
40B51 M2078/018 38B60 M20731008
40B52 M2078/O20 38B61 M2073tOIO
40B53 M2078/022 38B62 M20731012
40B54 M2078/024 38B63 M2073/014
40B55 M2078/026 38B64 M20731016
40B56 M2078/028 39B59 M2075f024






















f ! I _"
1982014252-646
MOSAIC PICNO ROLL ,qLE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5551 427A21 PI_93"00'_ 211-5552_ _55-----5_iS-
h27A22 P16931OO6 hOTB85 M2_59/O19
h27A23 P1693IOO7 _07B86 M2559/O20
_27A24 P1693ICO8 _07B87 M2559/O21
h27A25 P169'_/009 hOTB88 M2559/022
I,,27A26 P169._/010 h07B89 M2559/023
427A27 P1693/O11 hOTBgO M2559 'O2h
_27A28 P16931012 hOTB91 M2559 '025427A29 P1693 O13 407B92 M2555 tO26
h27A30 P1693/014 hOTB93 M255_ _O27
h27A31 P1693/O!5 hOTB9h M2555/O28
h27A32 P1693'016 hOTB95 M255_ 1029
_27A_3 P1693'017 hOTB96 M255_/030
h27A3h P1693'O18 hOTB97 M2559/O31
h27A35 P169__O19 h07B98 M2559/O32
h27A36 P1693r020 _07B99 M2559/O33
h27A37 P169_I021 _OTBOO M2559/03h
h27A38 P169._/022
h27A39 P169._/023 211-5560 76Bhl M2158 '002
h27A40 P1693102_ 76Bh_ M2158'OOh
.211-5...%..',t,, I17A27 P1348/022 76Bh3 M2158'006 "%"
I17A_8 M1348'002 76Bhh M2158'OO8
I17A29 MI348 '004 76B45 M21_ fOiO
i17K30 M13_8 '006 76B46 M2158 I012
I17A31 M1348 '008 76Bh7 M215_ :014 '
I17A32 MI348 '010 76Bh8 M215_ :O16
l18Ah7 M1351'008 76B49 M2158/018
II8Ah8 M1351'O10 76B50 M2158/O20
118Ah9 M1351 '012 76B51 M2158/O22
I18A50 M1351tOlh 76B52 M2158/O24
I18A51 M1351rO16 76B53 M2158/026
I18A52 M135]fO18 76B61 M2157/OO_
122A27 I_.35_f032 76B62 M2157/006
122A28 M135_/034 76B63 M2157/008
122A29 M1355/036 76B6h M2157/O10
122A30 M1355/038 76B65 M2157/O12
122A31 M1355/OhO
122A32 M1356/002 211-5563 73BII M2148/OIO
73B12 M2148/OII i
211-555Z kOTB73 M25581028 73B13 M21_8/O12
hOTB7h M2558/029 73_ih M21_8/013
hOTA75 M25DS/O30 73B15 M2148/014
hOTA76 M25)8/031 73B16 M21_8/015
_OTA_ _2_8/o32 73_I?_Io16 )
I_07A78M2558/O33 73B18 M2148]O17
hO7_79 M2558/03_ 73B19 M2148/OI8
hOTASO M2558/035 't'3B20 M2148/OI9
_07A81 M25_8/036 73B21 M21h8/020 ,_
hOTA82 M2558/037 73B22 M21hS[035
_07A83 M25_8/038 73B23 M21hS/O3T
1982014252-647
MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
_ii-5559 77B21 M2160/036 211-5559 8OB20 M2168/O20
77_.2 _160/038 80_.2 M2].68/O2b,
771323 M2160/008 801328 M2168/034
77B2h M2160/O10 80B31 M2167/O18
77B25 M2160/012 8OB32 M2167/O20
77B26 M2160/O14 8OB33 M2167/022
77B27 M2160/016 8OB3h Ma167/O2h
77B28 M2160/O18 8OB35 M2167/026
77B29 M2160/020 8OB36 M2167/028
77B30 M2160/022 80B37 M2167/030
77B31 M2160/O2h 8OB38 M2167/032
77B32 M2160/026
77B33 M2160/028 211-5606 205A01 Plh08/OO5
77B34 M2160/030 205A02 P1408/OO6
77B35 M2160/002 205AO3 P1408/007
,"7B36 M2160/00_ 205AO_ P1408/008
77B37 M2160/006 205AO5 P1408/O09
77B38 M2159/Oh2 205A06 PlhOS/OlO
77B39 M2159/0_4 205A07 Plh08/Oll
77BhO M2159I0_6 205AO8 PlhOS/Ol2
77B41 M2159/048 205AO9PI_O8/O13
77Bh2 M2159/050 205AI0 P1408/O14
77B_3 M2159/053 205AII PI_08/O15
77Bhh M2159/O5h 205A12 P1408/016
PIhO@/OI777B51 M2159/002 205A13
77B52 M2159/00_ 205AI_ P1408/O18
77B53 M2159/OO6 205A15 PIhOS/OI9
77B54 M2159/008 205A16 P1hOS/O2O
77B55 M2159/O10 205A17 P1408/021
77B56 M2159/012 205A18 P1409/001
77B57 M2159/O1_ 205A19 Pi_09/002
77B58 M2159/016 205A20 P1409/003
77B59 M2159/O18 205A21 Pl_O9/OOh
77B60 M2159/020 205A22 P1409/OO5
77B61 M2159/022 205A23 PlhO9/O06
77B62 M2159/O2h 20_A2_ P1409I007
77B63 M2159/O26 205A25 PI_09/O08
77B6h M2159/O28 205A26 PI_09Io09
77B65 M2159/O30 205A27 P1409/010
77B66 M2159/O32 205A28 PIhO9/O11
77B67 M2159/03_ 205A29 PlhO9I012
771368 M2159/O36 205A30 P1409fO13
77B69 142159/038 205B31 PlhO9/Olh










MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5563 73B24 M2146/O3_ 211-5564 206A26 PI&IO_013
73B25 M2148/041 206A27 Fl410/Olh
73}326 M2148/043 206A28 PlhlO/O15
73]327 M9148/O45 206A29 PIhlO/OI6
73B28 M21_8/047 206A30 PIhlO/O17
73B41 P2149/OO2 206A31 PI410/018
73B42 P2149/OO4 206A32 PI410/O19
73B43 P2149/OO6 207AO1 PI411/OO1
73B44 i>2149/O08 207AO2 Plh!l/002
73B45 P2149_O10 ?O7AO3 PI411/OO3
73B46 P2149/O12 207AO4 PI411/004
73B47 P2149/C14 207AO5 Plhll/005
73B48 P2149/O16 207AO6 PI411 '006
73B49 P2149/O18 207A07 PI411 '007
73B50 P2149/O20 207AO8 P£411 '008
73B51 P2149/O2o2 207:_09 Plhll/OO973B52 I>2149/O,-4 207AI0 P1411/OIO
73B53 P2149/O96 207AII P1411/Oll
73B54 P21_9/O28 207A12 Plhll/Ol2
73B55 P2149/O30 207A13 P1411/O13
73B56 P2149/O32 207A14 Pl411/Olh "
73B57 P2149/O34 207A15 Plhll/Ol5
73B58 P2149/036 207A16 PIhlI/OI6
73B59 P2]49/038 907A17 P1412/OO1
73B60 P2149/040 207A18 P1412/OO2
75B51 M2154 fO22 907A19 P1412/OO3
75B52 M2154/024 207A20 P1412/OO4
75B53 M2154 fO26 207A21 Pih12/OO5
75B54 M2154/028 207A22 P1412/OO6
7_B55 M2154/O30 207A23 PlhlP/OO7
75B56 M2154/0",2 207A24 P1412/OO8
75B57 M2154/O3 h 207A25 P1412/OO9
75B58 M2154/O36 207A26 P1412 tO!O
75B61 M2154/006 207A27 Plhl2/O11
75B62 M2154/OO8 [_7A28 P1412/O12
75B63 M2154/O10 207A29 PIhI2/O13
75364 M21_4/O12 207A30 Plhl2 IOlh
75B65 M2154/014 207A31 P1412/O15
75B66 M2154/016 207A32 P1412/O16
hTIAOI P1777/Oll75B67 M21_h/O18
7_B68 M215h/O20 471AO2 P1777/O12
471AO3 P1777/O13
211-5564 206A18 P1410/OOh 471AOh P1777/O14
206A19 PlhlO/OO5 _71A05 P1777/015
206A20 PI_IO/020 471A06 P1777/016
206A21 P1_I0/021 hTIA07 P1777/017
206A22 P1410/022 471AO8 P_777/018
206A23 PlhlO/OlO 471A09 P1777/O19








MOSAIC PICN0 _OLL FILE MOSAIC PICN0 ROLL FILE
211-5_6_ " 47L_2 P1777/022 211-556_. 206A01 'PI_)9/016
_71A13 P1777/023 206A02 P14_9/017
_71A14 P1777/024 206A03 PlhOg/O18
h71A15 P1777/025 206AOh nhO9/019
471A16 P1777/026 206A05 Plh09/020
471A17 P1778/001 206A06 PI_09/021
_?L_8 n7781002 2O6A07 PZ_09/022
_71A19 P1778/003 206A08 Plh09/023
_7u2o P1778/oo_ 2_6A09 n_o9/o2_
h71A21 P1778/005 206AI0 PlhO9/025
_7_2 n778'oo6 206A11 m_o9/o26
_71A23 P1_78'007 206A12 PI_O9/027
_7L_2_n778'008 _o6A13 n_o9/o28







h71A30 P1778/014 211-556_ 338A01 FI_60/001 ".
_72A01 P1779/001 338A02 P1560/002
h72A02 P1779/002 338A03 P156_tOO3
hTZA03 P1779/003 338A0h P156_OOh
h72AOh P1779/00h 338A05 P156C'005
hTZA05 PIT79/005 338A06 F156C'006
':_A06 P1779/006 338A07 TI_6_'007




kTZAII P1779/O_I 338A12 P1560/012
hTZAl2 P1779/012 338A13 PI_6_/013
h72A13 F1779/013 338Alh FiS60/Olh
_TZAI_, P1779/Olk 338A15 PI_60/015
_TZAI5 P1779/01_ 338A16 ]'1560/016
hTZA16 F1779/016 338A17 P1560/017
_77A17 P1779/017 338A18 F1561/001
_7_A18 _T79/0_8 338A19 n561/OO?.
_7?A19 P1779/019 338#2o P1561/003
_7RA20 P1779/0_0 338_i P1_61/00_
_7zA21 n779/02_ 338A22 Pi_61/oo5
_72A22 P1780/001 338A_3 P1561/006
_7_U_3n780/oo2 338A2_P1561/0O7
_.TRA2_ P1780/003 338A31 P15_8/001
_7_A25 P1780/00_ 338A32 P1558/002
b7_326 P1780/00_ 338A33 P15_8/003




b72A31 n780/O10 338A38 P!559/005




MOSAIC I_ICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICRO ROLL ,'TLE
211-5565 338A46 I_1559/007 211-5570 I+23305F_585/005
338A_I 1'1559/008 _21B06 P2585 '006
338A42 P1559/009 421BC I>2585'007
338Ah3 P1559/010 421B0b P2585 '008
338A4_ P1559/011 _21B11 I>2586'001
338A45 F1559/012 h21312 _586 '002
338A_6 n559/oi._ _2D:3 n586'oo3
338A53 1'1559/.020 h21D: .'586'ooh
338A5_ P1559/021 h21BI5 F2586_005
_06BOIF2555/0oI _21B16P2586'0O6
hO6B02 P2555f002 h21BZ7I'2586'007
_06B03 P2555/003 h21B18 F2586 '008
hO6BOl_ ]>2.555100h h21B21 P2587'001
hO6BO5 P2555/005 h21B22 P258'_'002
h06B06 P255_too6 h21B23 lr7587 '003 ;
kO6IK)7 1>2555/007 1,2132h P2.587/001+
k06808 I>2555/008 1,21B25 P2587/o05
1_06B09 P2555/009 b,21_26 I_587/006
, I_6BI0 P2555/010 k21B27 P2587/007
_%BlI P2555/011 431B31 P2602 '001
I_6B12 I_555/012 _31B32 F2602/002
h06B13 F_555/013 h31B33 F_o02/003
hO6B14 P2595/O1_ h31B3h P2602/001+ ,
_06B15 F25551015 I+33335F_602/005
I_06B18 Fa555/016 431B36 P2602/006
h06B17 P2555/017 _31B37 Iw_602/007
h06B18 F_555/018 _3'_38 P2602/008
h06B19 _F_556/001 _31B39 F_.60_/009
I_06B20 F25.56/002 h31Bho P2602/O.!0
hO6E_l ]P2556/003 h31B_l P260_/':I
I_06_:_2 82556/_ h31Bh2 P260_, -=
_6_23 _5_6/o05 _3_3 _6o_/o13
_o6_2_ _6/o06 _3m_ _o_Ioi_
_6_5 _6/oo7 _3_1 m6o3/ool
h06_ F_5_'3!009 _31B53 F_603/003 .
kO6B28 1.5_6'01o h31BSh _o03/00h
_o6_-_ P2556/ol1 h3_55 F_o3'oo5
_o6_3o _5_6/o12 _3m_6 F_6o3'oo6
_6B31 P_5_6/013 h31_57 FFoO3'OO7
_6B32 _6/el_ h3_8 F'_3'O08
_6B33 F_5_6/015 h31B59 P2603 'o09 i
_6B3h I_56/016 h3m6o F_o03'o10 i _,
kO(_35 1'2556/0i7 h31B61P2603'0LI










MDSAIC PICNO ROLL FiLE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5608 405B01 P2553j301 211-5608 410BII M2566tOll
405B02 P2553/002 410B12 M25661012
405B03 P2553/003 410B13 M2566_013
405B04 P2553/004 410B14 M2566rO14
405B05 P2553/005 410B15 M2566tO15
405B06 P2553/006 410B16 M2566t016 :
405B07 P2553/007 410B17 M2566fO17
405B08 P2553/008 410B18 M2566tO18
405B09 P2553/009 410B20 M25661020
405BI0 P2553/010
405BII P2553/011 211-5610 393B01M25391001
405B12 P2553/012 393B02 M2539tO02
405B13 P2553/013 393B03 M25391003
405B14 P2553/014 393B04 M2539_004
405B15 P2553/015 393B05 M2539100f
405B16 P2553fO16 393B06 M25391006
405B17 P2553/017 393B07 M2539_007
405B18 P2553/018 393B08 M2539rO08
405B19 P2553/019 393B09 M2539_009
405B20 P2553/020 393BI0 M2539rOlO 71
405B21 P2554/001 393BII M2539rOll
405B22 P2554/002 393B12 M2539rO12
405B23 P2554/003 393B13 M2539tO13
405B24 P2554/004 393B14 M2539'014
405B25 P2554/005 393B15 M2539tO15
405B26 P2554/006 393B01M2539rO17
405B27 P2554/007 393B02 M2539tO18
405B28 P2554/008 393B03 M25391019
405B29 P2554/009 393B04 M2539r020
405B30 P2554/010 393B05 M2539f021
405B31 P2554/011 393B06 M2539r022
405B32 P2554/012 393B07 M2539t023
40_B33 P2554/013 393B08 M25391024
405B34 P2554/014 393B09 M2539t025
405B35 P2554/015 393BI0 M2539t026
405B36 P2554/016 393BII M2539t027
405B37 P2554/017 393B12 M2539r028
405B38 P2554/018 393B13 M2539_029
405B39 P2554/019 393B14 M2539r030
405B40 £_54/020 393B15 M2539r031
410BOI P2566/001 327B01P2435_007
410B02 P2566/002 327B02 P2435tO08
410B03 P2566/003 327B03 P2435_009
410B04 P2566/004 327B04 P24361001
410B05 P2566/005 327B05 P2436t002 _410B06 P2566/006 327BO6 P24361003 ,
410B07 P2566/007 327B07 P2436tO04
410B08 P2566/008 327B08 P2436/005
f
410B09 P2566/009 327B09 P2436/006
4t0BtO P2566/310 327BI0 P2436to07
1211 •
1982014252-653
MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FiLE , MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5610 327B12 P24341001 211-5611 448A23 P1733/OO_
327B13 22434/002 hhSA2h P1733/OO9
327BI'_ P2434fO03 44_A25 P1733/O10
327B15 P2434(004 _48A26 P1733/O11
327B17 P2434f005 449AO1 P1733/O12
327B18 P2434fO06 449A02 P1733/O13
, 327B19 P24351007 hhgAO3 P1733/O14
f, o327B20 P2434 00o hh9AOh P1733/O15
327B26 P2436/013 hh9AO5 P1733/O16
327B27 P2436 I014 449A06 P1733/O17
327B28 P2436 I015 449AO7 P1733/O18
327B29 P2436 (016 449A08 P1733/019
327B30 P2436 fO17 I0_9AO9 P1734/OO1
327B31 P2436 fO18 4}19AIO P1734/OO2
327B32 P2436 fO19 449AII P1734/OO3
327B33 P24361020 449A12 P1734/O04
"' 449A13 P1734/005327B34 P2436 _'0,,.,,.
327B3_ 22436 I022 449A14 P1734/006
327B45 i>24341015 449A15 P1734/O07
327B46 P24341016 449A16 P17_4/00_
m 32TB47 P2434/O17 449A17 P1734/009
327B48 I>2434/018 I_49A18 P1734/010 _:
327B49 P2434/019 hh9Al9 P1734/O11
327B50 P24341020 449A20 P17_4/012
327B51 P2h34/O21 449A21 P1734/O13
327]352 P2434/022 h49A22 P1734/014
327B53 P2434/023 449A23 P1734/015
327B54 P2434/O24 449A24 P1734/016
327B55 P2435/001 449A25 P1734/017
449A26 P1734/01 q
911-5611 448A01 P1732/001 451A41 P1736/021
448AO2 P1732/O02 451A42 P1736/022
448A03 P1732/003 I_51A43 P1736/023 "
448A04 P1732/O04 I_51A44 P1736/O21_
448A05 P1732/005 451A45 P1737/001
• 448AO6 P1732/006 451A46 P1737/002
: 41_8A07 P1732/007 451A47 P1737/O03
448A08 P1732/OO8 451AI_8P1737/OOh
448A09 P1732/O09 451149 P1737/005
448AI0 P1732/010 451A50 P1737/006
448AII P1732/011 451A51 P1737/OO7 °
448A12 P1732/O12 451A52 P1737/00_
448A13 p1"t_2 IO1_
...._ J 451A53 P1737/009
448A14 P1732/014 I_51A54 P1737/010
448A15 P1732/015 451A55 P17_7/011 :
448A16 P17_3/001 451A56 P1737/012
448A17 P1733/009 451A57 P1737/01 °,
448A18 P1733/003 I_51A58 PI7R7/OI4
448A19 J"O4P1733{u 451A59 P1737/015
448A20 P1733/005 451A60 P1737/016
hh8A21 P1733/006 I_51A61 PI7B7/017
448A22 P1733/007 451A6P P1727/01_
: lgl2
1982014252-654
t_'SAIC PICNO ROLL FILE t,[OSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5411" '451863 P1737/0i9 211-5611 383B12 P'2517/O20
451864 P17_7/020 383913 P'2517/O21
451865 PIZ37/Om 383914 P9517/022
451866 P1737/O22 383B15 P2517/093
451867 P17_7/023 383916 P2517/024
h51868 P1737/02h 383B23 P2519/OO3
h51869 P1738/001 383P25 I>2519/004
451A70 P173_/OO2 383926 P2519/O05
451872 P173_/O03 383927 P9519/OO6
451873 P1738/O04 383B28 P2519/OO7
383B29 P2519/008
211-_6P7 39OBhi P2532/017 383930 P2519/OO9
390943 P'2532/O19 383P31 P2519/010
390Phh P2532/O20 383B32 P2519/011
390945 I:'2532/021 383933 P2519/012
390946 P2532/O22 383935 P2519/O13
39OBh7 P25_2/O23 383B35 P2519/014
39OB48 P'2572/024 383P36 P2519/015
39OBh9 P9532/025 _83941 P2518/001
39OB50 P2532/026 383P43 P9518/00_ 7
39o361 P2533/o22 3_334_ P251_/0o4
39OB62 P9533/O23 383P45 P9518/005
390963 P2533/025 383946 P2518/O06
390964 P2533/025 383947 P2518/007
39OB65 P'2533/026 383B48 P2518/OO8
390966 P2533/O27 383_49 P2518/O09
39OB67 P2533/O28 383950 P2518/010
39OB68 P2533/O29 383_51 P2518/O11
390969 P2533/O30 383952 P2518/O12
390970 P'2533/O31 383B53 P2518/O13
390981 i>2534/Oll 383B54 P951_/014
390_82 PP534/012 383B55 P2518/015
390983 P2534/O13 383P56 P2518/O16
390984 P2534/014 3_3[_61 I>2520/001
39OB_5 P9534/015 383_,&2 PPS?O/O02
390986 P9534/O16 38396 _2590/00_ •
39OB87 P2534/O17 3839_ V2520/001_
390988 P2534/O18 383965 _2520/OO5 [
390989 P9534/019 383866 PP520/OO6
390990 F2534/O20 383967 PP520/007
383901 P2517/009 383_68 PP520/OOR
383B02 P2517/010 383969 P2520/009
383B03 P2517/O11 383970 P2520/O10
383904 P2517/012 383_71 P2520/O11
3839O5 P_517/O13 383_72 P'2520/O12








211-5641 488321 P2664/005 P2664/005
488B22 M2664/O06 P266h/OOg.
488P23 M9664/007 P2664/007






































MOSAIC P!CNO ROLL FILE Iv_OSAIC FICNO ROLL FILE
PlI-5-653409A25 'P165h/O01 211-5653-- _09A75 P165h/O19
409A26 P165_/O02 409A76 PI654/OPO
40_AP7 P1654/003 hO9A77 P165h/O21
409A2_ P1654/004 hO9ATR P1654/022
hO9A?9 P165_/005 _09A79 P1654/O23
-, 409A30 P165hI006 409A_O P165hI02_4
409A31 P165_/007 14O9ARI P1655/OO1
409A32 P165h/008 I_09A9.2 P1655Io02
409A33 P1655/011 409A83 P1655/O0_
hOgA3h P1655/O12 409ASh P!655/OOi_
hogA_5 P]656/OO1 hO9A_,5 P1655/005
hOgA36 P_656/002 hO9AR6 P1655/006
!;09A37 P1656/003 hO9A$7 P1655/007
;_09A38 P1656/OOh _09A_8 P1655/00_
409A39 P1656/005 hO9AP9 P1655/009
409A_0 P1656/006 409A90 Plb55/OlO
409A_i P1656/007
409Ah2 P1656/008 211-5671 2677_01 M2360/027 "
409A;'3 P1656/009 267B02 _._2360/028
hO9Ah!,, P1656/Olo 267B03 ._2360,/029
409Ah5 P1656/011 _67BO4 V2360/O_O
hO9Ah6 P1656/017 267_05 M2360/O31
hO9Ah7 P1656/013 267906 rp'_go/n_o
h09Ah8 P1656/014 267B07 I!P360/033
409Ah9 P1656/O15 267_OR _.'2360/034
hO9A50 P1656/016 267_09 M2360/035
_09A51 P1656/017 267BIO _P360,/036 ,
h09A52 P1656/O18 267BII _,_2360/037
409A53 P1656/019 26"_12 M2360/O38
_09ASh P1656/O20 267BI3 M2360/039
hO9A55 P1656/O21 267_Ih M2360/OhO :
409A56 P1656/022 267B15 _42360/O1,1
_09A57 P1656/023 267P16 ,,.o_ I_1,',• ,_ j_J,2/ %.,_ al
509A58 P1656/02h 267_17 M2360/0_3
hO9A59 P1657/001 P67BI8 1',';2360/044
hO9A60 P1657/002. 267B19 _,_2360/Oh5
hO9A61 P16571OO3 P67B20 ?'2360/0}_6
hOgA62 P1657/OOh _67B91 V_360/O_7
hO9A63 P1657/005 267B22 M2358/O26
_O9A6h P16571006 267B23 H2358/027
409Af5 P165),/O09 267_2h M2358/O28
hO9A66 PI65h/OIO 267925 MP35R/029
409A67 PI65h/OII 267_96 M2358/030
hO9A68 PI65h/OI2 267B27 M2359/OOP
409A69 P165h/O13 267B28 MP359/OO4
409A70 P165h/01h 267B29 M2359/OO6
hO9ATI PI65h/OI5 267B30 M_359/OO_





MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
211-5671 267932 t_2359/012 211-5671 267BIO M2360/010
_67B33 M2359/Olh 267711 M2360/011
267B3h M2359/O16 267B12 M2360/012
267B35 M2359/O18 267B13 M2360/013
267B36 M2359/020 267714 M23Eg/OIh
267B37 i'423591022 267B15 M2360/015
267B38 M2359/026 267B16 _,2360/016
267B39 M2359/098 267717 M2360/017
267940 M?359/030 267B18 M2360/018
267BI,I /03h 267720 M2360/020
M2359/032 267B19 M2360/019
h2 M2959
267_h3 M2359/036 267721 M2360/021
267Bhh _2359/038 267B22 M2358/O21
267_h5 M2359/OhO 267B23 M2358/022
267B2h M2358/023
267B25 M2356/O2h
267_h9 M2360/O51 267]326 M2358/025
267950 M2360/O52 267727 _'2359/O01
267B51 M?360/O02 267B28 M2359/OO3 ._
267B52 M2360/OOh 267B29 M7359/005
267B53 N2360/006 26'D330 142359/007
26795h M2360/008 267_.31 M2359/009
267]355 M2360/010 267B32 M2359/O11
267B56 M2360/012 2671333 M2359/013
267]357 I.'2360/01_ 267B3h M2359/O15
267B58 M2360/016 267B35 M2359/017
267359 M2360/018 267B36 M2359/O19
2677.60 F'2360/020 267B37 M2359/021
267761 M2360/022 267B38 M2359/O23
m,_ O2'_7962 t.,_36/025 267739 M2359/O27
267B63 M2360/O26 267Bh0 M2359/029
267B6_ M2361/028 267Sh1 M2359/031
267B65 MP361/030 267B42 142359/033
267B66 h:2361/033 267Bh3 M2359/O35
267B67 M2%61/035 267Bhh M2359/037
767_68 M7361/O37 267345 M2359/O39
267BO1 M2360/OO1
267B02 _,2360/O02
267B03 M2360/O03 2677h9 M2360/O25
267BOb M2360/0Oh 267B50 M7360/O26
267B05 M2360/005 .267951 1,2361/OO1
267RO6 M9360/006 267B52 M2361/OO3
267907 M2360/007 267753 M2361/OO5
_'_67BO8 _'2360/008 267B54 M2361/OO7










MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE f.'OSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE








211-567h 365B17 M2490/O01 N2490/O13
365B18 M2h90/OO2 M2490/OIL
365B19 M2h90/O03 M2hgO/O15365B20 M2h90/OOh
V.2;_9o/016
36_B21 M2h90/OO5 _2490/017
36_B22 M2h90/OO6 t.:22,90/011q365B23 M2490/007
365B2h M2490/008 _4_490/O19






















4MOSAIC PICNO ROLE FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
SCR) (N('FO)
211-5674 365B65 M2h92/OOl M2492/O15
365B66 _'2492/002 N2492/029
365B67 ;42492/003 M2492/030
365BO8 M2492/OO1 M2492 'O18
365P,69 M2492/OO2 M2492/O19
365B70 M2492/OO6 N2h92 '020
365B71 M2492/OO7 M2492 '021
365B72 ;42492/008 _,:2492'022
365B73 H2492/009 M2492 '023









































" OF pOOR QUALITY.
I,'OSAIC PT,._O ROLL FILE r:O:;Al(_ l'l_:NO H,)M, },'IJ,H
211-5719 12OB56 M2203/O55 208A16 PIhI3/OO6
12019.57 I.:2203/057 208A17 Plh13/OO7
120}_.58 M2203/O59 208A18 P1413/OO8
120}361 I,'220h/019 208A19 P14i3/OO9
12OB62 N220h/021 208A20 P1413/O10
12OB63 M2204/023 208A21 P1413/O11
120B64 MPoOh/025 208A22 P1413/O12
12OP65 N2204/027 208A23 P1413/O13
120B66 M2204/029 208A24 P1413/O14
120P,67 142204/031 208A25 P1413/O15
170}368 _220_/033 208A26 P1413/O16
12OB69 M220h/035 208A27 Plh13/O17
l#OBTO MPPO4/O37 208A28 Pll_15,/OOl ,,
12OB71 M220h/039 208A29 P1414/002
12OP.72 MP?04/O1_I 208A30 P141h/OO3
12OB73 M2204/Oh3 208A31 Plhlh/OOh





































tl_V;A]C £[C_IO ',,I,LI,',],!_ MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
SCR "--







507A58 M1820 '010 M1820/029
507A49 M1820 'O11 M1820/0_O
507A50 Mi820 'O12 M1820/031


































;(),;A] C 1'1_:NO ROl,r, 1,'LLI,:














































MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE MOSAIC PICNO ROLL FILE
"211'-5762 606A41 PI'959/001 21k-5764 584B56 M2829/006
606A42 P1959/002 584857 M2829/007
606A43 P]959/003 584856 H282_tO08
606A44 P1959/004 584B59 M2829rO09
606A45 P1959/005 584860 M2829'0]0
606A46 P1959/006 584861 M2C29rO]l
606A47 P1959/007 584862 12829r012
606A48 P1959/008 584863 t.12829r013
606A49 P1959/009 584864 M2829r014
606A50 P1959/010 584865 M2829rO15
606A5l P1959/011 584866 _12829P016
606A52 P1959/012 584B67 M2329tO17
606A53 P1959/013 584B68 M2829r018
606A54 P1959/014 584869 112829_019
606A55 P1959/0_5 584870 f_282gt020
606A.% P1959/016 584871 H2829r021
584872 _12829t022 .
211-5764 586B51 M2837'001 584B73 H28291023
586B52 f12837'002 584B74 T.12829t024
586B53 M2837'003
586B54 M2837'004 211-5777 585825 Y,2831/003
586B55 M2837 '005 5"35826 _.12831i004
586856 M2837 tO06 585B27 t12831/005
586857 ;12837'007 585B28 H2831/006
586B58 M283/'008 585B29 M2831/007
586B59 H2837,009 585B30 ,_42831/008
58bB60 t_2837'010 585B31 M2831/009
586B61 M2837'011 585832 M283]/010
586B62 M2837'012 585833 f_2831/011
586863 M2837'013 585834 M2831/012
586B64 M2837POI4 585835 M283]/013
586865 M2837tO15 585836 M2831/014
5861)66 M2537_016 585837 H2831/015
586867 M2837rO17 5r_5838 f12831/016
586868 t12837P018 58_839 f12831/017
586869 M2837r019 585840 H2831/018
586870 M2837r020 585B41 H28311019
586B71 M2837tO21 585B42 M2831/020
586B72 M28371022
586873 M2837t023 585843 F;Z832/O01
586B74 M28371024 585844 H2832/002
585845 M2832/003
58455] M2829/001 585846 M2832/004
584852 M2829/002 585847 M2832/005
584853 M2829/003 585848 M2832/006
584854 M2829/004 585849 MZ83Z/O07
584B55 M2829,'005 585850 M2832/008
58585] M2832/009
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